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TEACHER EVALUATION

Teacher evaluation cnn run the gamut from opinion to precise measurement.
Administrators must
first decide their purposeis) for evaluating teachers, and then determine how precise they want
to be in their evaluations. Teachers may be evaluated:
To improve teachin3
To reward superior performance
To supply information for modifying assignments
To protect either the individual or the organization in le.tal matters
To validate the selection process
Ito Ptovide the basis for planning for individual growth and development

Host educators consider the improvement of instruction to be the most importmt pur?wie for
evaluation. However, the others listed above should also be considered in designing evaluation
procedures.
Procedures are most effective when they are cooperatively planned by teachers and
administrators whn receive assistance from specialists, consultants, parents, and students. The
most effective evaluation plan is one which improves learning conditions for !ttudents and
contributes to hither teacher morale.
Steps

the evalua:ion process include:
Goal setting conferences
Observation and information collection
Post-observaticn conferences, communicaticn
tecisionsaking
Assesiment of the evaluation process

Selecting an adequate and competent measuring instrument is crucial to the evaluation process,
and the following should be considered,
Its relevance and validity- -Does it measure what it is intended to measure?
Its reliability Does it continue to maintain its steiility from one application
to another?
Its fi?elityOtes the response to the instrument ;missile' the actual performance
Its ease of administration and scoring - -How such tire is n,:eded to administer
the instrument? Is it easily scored or interpretA?
Its cost--Is it practical and worth the Cost?
Its "taboo" factor- -Does it conflict with local customs cm traditions'

Problems are encountered in teacher evaluation when there is an emphasis on fault-finding rathe
than on helping teachers; when prejudice, bias, an poor ja.int are used in collecting and
analfting information; and when ceaunication is not open and honest.
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TEACHER EVALUATION
All teachers aro evaluated. Regardless of how
formal the systeA for evaluation is, what evidence 15
collected or aneytod, how often formal reports are
written--teachezb nro evaluated and they are evaluated
rather often.
itudent5, parents, other teachers,
administrators ,ed supervisors, and even the public
evaluate teachers. T14 qmstion facing both administrators and teachers, then, is not whether teachers should
be evaluated, since this cannot be avoided; rather the
question is how systematic he evaluation should be in
order to be most effective.

Effectiveness must be in terns of certain purposes
desired for the school district; and the design of the
evaluation system should include ways of coilectini: and
processing information, communicating with the people
concerned, making decisions, and assessing how well the
evaluation SptOM works.
This kit is the second one adapted from the final
report of the interpretive studies project "Selection
and Evaluation of Teachers" conducted by Dr. Dale L.
Bolton of the University of Washington, Seattle.
Some
of the questions answered in the 11 documents comprising
the kit are:
What are the purposes of teacher evaluation?
Who should be involved in planning for evaluation
and in the evaluation itself?
How should evaluators be trained?
What decisions should be made on the basis of
evaluation?
How does one select an instrument for measuring
teacher behavior?
How can the evaluation process be analyzed for
improvement?
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EVALUATiON--AN OVERVIEW

Many people consider the evaluation of teachers to be mostly a matter of
opinion. The problem underlying this viewpoint is the question of precision- how precise a principal desires evaluation to bt, hoc precise the superintendent
and school board desire evaluation to be, and how precise teachers desire evaluation
to be. What are some of the 1m2lications of varying degrees of precision?
For example, suppose you wanted to measure the length or the circumference
of a small object. Three'different tools night be used:
a piece of string,
a ruler, or a micrometer.
The string has obvious advantages ind disadvantages:
it is cheap, plentiful,
easily available, expendable, and easy to use or explain to an untrained person.
On the other hand, it tends to wear out and stretch wit
age and different
people tend to stretch it to differing lengths when the; use it for measuring.
The ruler has definite advantages over the string:
it does not stretch
(increasing what is called the reliability of the measwesent) and it tends to last
longer than the string. However, rulers are not so available as string, and untrained
people sake mistakes with them.
The micrometer is such more expensive than either of the other tools, is less
accessible, and is difficult for sone people to use. Yet, it has an accuracy that
is necessary for soacjobs--an accuracy that cannot be obtained with the other
tools--and in the hands of a trained operator it is seldom misused.
Some
The analogy to measurement in the evaluation process appears clear.
measurement devices have characteristics sinilar to the string; others, while sore
accurate, have sore of the disadvantages of the ruler; while still others ?wee the
specialized uses of the micrometer. Therefore, measurement devices and procedures
are chosen according to her precise one desires to be, and what types of resources
are available; considerable precision can be obtained if it is otsired.
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Measurement vs. Assessment
Note the distinction between measurement and evaluation.
Meaelovment is many
times used synonymously with assessment and is relattd to the qualified or quasiquantified "description" of events, behavior, or outcomes. However, evaluations
(in the context of evaluating teachers) has to do with "judgments" relating to the
"goodness" of teacher behavior and/or results of that behavior in light of agreedupon objectives. These objectives usually are approved (either tacitly or explicitly)
by a particular school system and community, giving the objectives a type of social
validity for that community.

Evaluate Program or Individuals?
There is a differeoce between assessing or evaluating the program of a school or
a school system and evaluating the inaviduals who contribute to that system. The
former attempts to look at the output of the total system, the procedures used to
accomplish those outcomes, and the way those procedures were implemented. The latter
examines the contribution to the system in terns of individual output, procedures,
and implementation. This report is concerned with the evaluation of teachero rather
than evaluation of systems of teaching within school systems.
The advantage to examining the effectiveness of teachers is that one can make
better inferences about system performance from combinations of sUbsystem performance
than he can make about subsystem performance from the total system performance.
For example, if one knows something about each individual teacher's performance in a
building, he can infer something about the total performance of the school. However,
knowledge of the total productivity of the school w 1)u%; provide little basis for
inferring how a given teacher behaves.
What is Involved

Accurate measkrempnt can occur without ow/Lotion; however, it is impossible
In adeLtion, the data
for evaluation to be gocd without adequate measurement.
collected via the measurement process trust be adequately analyzed and interpreted if
good evaluation is to occur. Therefore, good cut... Nation is prveecied
A determination of chat ii important (criteria)
Measurement
Analysis
Interpretation
(Note that
Judgments made prior to these activitits ar.. likely to be unsound.
The
it is assumed that the making of judgments regarding teachers is inevitable.)
real issues are concerned with whether the criter11 are appropriate and the data
are sound.

In evolwating teachers, the fllphleis is oe making ;udirrwtto
CALK [OR

.relatah to obitoitute, PIA Am ju*ing the pereonal worth of

No
tvievroint:

rerearok staff)
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Although the research by Rose provides some indication of the nature of the
resistance b; teachers, what is the basis for the resistance by persons doing
the evaluation? Interviews with persons involved indicate a number of factors may
oc present. ror example:
A general lack of certainty regarding criteria, measurement process
and procedures for analysis and interpretation of data.
o A :esistance to placing oneself in the position of manipulatiag or adversely
affecting other people's lives.
o A fear of precipitating an unpleasant reaction on the part of the person
The reaction is then said to prevent a relationship
being evaluated.
that is conducive to helping the individual impree.
A lack of ability to cope with the .fteaknesses of the individual in terms
of organizational needs and his ability to improve. This is sometimes
individual the necessity of
linked with a failure to communicate to tP
dealing with both the individual's and the organization's problems.

A failure to see the relationship of evaluation of others to the purposes
of the person doing the evaluation.
An inability to organize time in such a manner that adequate observations
can be made.
Model! of Evaluatlel
What should be the nodel on which evaluation is based? Should it be modeled
after u marrilge contract ("for getter, for worse," i.e., a tenure system) or after
a professional baseball contract (na results, no renewal)? Would evaluation
decisions and processes be any iifferent if the teacher and principal had to agree
on a contract annually?
wrailftal.110.0.11.........110.1mMmib..

aralliMrft.

CaModels
stYttStioN

within the 000letrainte of
of evaluation
eom(Vtione ofeeplorent; more flexible models ma& deuetop
if these oonstrai_nts na.t PINUP:ed.

(practice:

,nth stry)

Process and PrAuct
Some systems examine only the outcomes of teaching, ignoring what processes
have been used. Other systems emphasise the classroom procedure, ignoring what
has been learned by pupils. A self-correcting systea should be designed which will
identify errors aid make changes In pr.cedure before harmful effects occur.

4-

Formal evaluations should be analytic rather than comparative, establishing
whether the teacher reaches various standards but avoiding attempts to compare the
teacher with other teachers. The emphasis should be on helping individuals
improve
their contributions to the learning of school children rather than on taking punitive
or controlling actions, making odious comparisons, or using questionable motivation
techniques.
Reactions to Evaluation
There is some evidence (Rose, 1963) 1/ that teachers welcome
evaluation if

The
The
e The
and

major focus is on improving rather than fault finding
information produced is meaningful to the teacher
principal takes the necessary time to collect information that is adequate
to discuss it with the teacher

This research implies the need to have agreement on purpose and procedures, and
this can occur only when purposes and procedures are specific. Also communications
must be honest as well as skillful, r..nd disagreements must be handled in the open
rather than avoided.

es> NOT):

Changes in teacher or supervisor might be precipitated
as a result of evaluation, and both the evaluator and
the teacher are vulnerable when changes are possible.
(position: research staff)

Considerable resistance to discriminatory evaluatior of teachers exists in
spite of the advantage of such evaluation.

4) CONCLUSION

Removal of resistance to evacuation depende on clear,
organizational goals, resources adequate for training
evaluators (and providing'ade4uate time for them to
perform the tasks required), and clarity of the relationship of the organizational goals and the twit of
the evaluator.
(practice: industry, schools)

.,
Changes in goals and procedures of evaluation are resisted by various forces,
and teachers' organizations are one of the strong forces opposed to discriminating
evaluations or evaluations which expand beyond the single purpose of improving
instruction.

1/ See document No. 21-J, nibliography," for references cited in the text
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Although the research by Rose provides some indication of the nature of tie
resistance by teachers, what is the basis for the resistance by persons doing
the evaluation? Interviews with persons involved indicate a number of factors may
be present. For example:
A general lack of certainty regarding criteria, measurement process
and procedures for analysis and interpretation of data.
A resistance to placing oneself in the position of manipulating or adversely
affecting other people's lives.
A fear of precipitating an unpleasant reaction on the part of the person
being evaluated. The reaction is then said to prevent a relationship
that is conducive to helping the individual improve.
A lack of ability to cope with the weaknesses of the individual in terms
of organizational needs and his ability to improve. This is sometimes
linked with a failure to communicate to the individual the necessity of
dealing with both the individual's and the organization's problems.
A failure to see the relatiorship of evaluation of others to the purposes
of the person doing the evaluation.
An inability to organize time in such a manner that adequate observations
can be made.
Models of Evaluation

What should be the model on which evaluation is based? Should it be modeled
after a marriage contract ("for better, for worse," i.e., a tenure system) or after
a professional baseball contract (no results, no renewal)? Would evaluation
decisions and processes be any different if the teacher and principal had to agree
on a contract annually?

SUGGEST/ON

Models of evaluation function within the constraints of
conditions of employment; more flexible models may develop
industry)
(practice:
if these constraints are modified.

Process and Product

Some systems examine only the outcomes of teaching, ignoring what processes
have been used, Other systems emphasize the classroom procedure, ignoring what
has been learned by pupils. A self-correcting system should be designed which will
identify errors and make changes in procedure before harmful effects occur.
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NOTE,

teaching is to determine
The purpose of examining outcomes
whether goals have been met; the purpose of examining procedures
determine whether a specified plan is being followed; thy:
purpose of comparing outcomes and procedures '4's to determine
industry,
vhether the procedures should be modified.
(practice:

is to

schools)
Goal Setting

.

An interview with the employee at the end of the first 6 months of employment
nay be used to set goals for the following year. This type of activity helps to
coordinate the functions. of selection and evaluation by integrating the personal
plan for development with the evaluation procedure and also helps to express the,
organization's philosopny. Then the evaluator can help establish a training
program for the individuEl, rather than simply correct faulty behavior. In this
way the evaluation is used in a positive manner to plan and direct the individual's
growth.

C.> NOTE

Coordination of the personal and pr:Tessional goals of a teacher
(practice: schools)
leads to improved morale and productivity.

Both the educational organization and individuals within it are being asked by
the general public to be "accountable" for their actions and their products.

(4> NOTE

Accountability consists of providing evidence regarding the degree of
accomplishment of prespecified goals and objectives. Too often, if a
child does not learn, the child, society, or some factor other than
Teachers must develop a sense of responsibility
the teacher is blamed.
for providing this evidence as well as accomplishing goals. (position:
research staff)

Satisfaction with "accountability" probably is related to:
s The degree of specificity of the goals
Agreement on the goals
The peiveived adequacy of the evidence provided
A direct result of a desire for accountability is an increase in the number
of States requiring annual evaluation of all (not just probationary) teachers.

-5-
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PLANNING FOR TEACHER EVALUATION
Suppose you had the responsibility for planning a teacher evaluation program
for a school or a school district. Where would you begin? Whom would you involve?
What decisions would need to be made? How rapidly would you try to implement the
procedures?
Objectives

One of the first steps in planning a teacher evaluation program is to
determine what is considered important in teaching--in the situation for which
the evaluation program is being considered. This determination allows one to:
Establish what is expected of teachers Aas far as behavior and outcomes of
behavior are concerned)
Determine ways to measure what is happening
Design ways to compare what occurs with what is desired
People Involved
Who will be involvod in deciding what is important In teaching? Certainly,
one should involve teachers in this decision and in the total design of evaluation
procedures. The involvement of teachers in pluming evaluation procedures is based
on the premises that:

A better plan
There will be
Teachers will
Teachers will

will
more
know
know

develop
teacher commitment to the procedures
what they are to do
what will be evaluat:4

These premises are more than assumption or mere hopes. School districts which
have involved teachers in planning have found that output and procedural goals for
individual teachers are better understood and attained when they are cooperatively
developed and written in precise terms than when they are unilaterally determined
or written in Wry general language. Also, there is more commitment to goals and
procedures when goals are specific and attainable, and when people who are to
accomplish the goals are involved in establishing them.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE/Office of Education
National Center for Educational Communication

In addition to teachers, administrators should be involved in planning the
teacher evaluation procedures.
In fact, some propose that the design of an
evaluation procedure should begin with an evaluation of how well principal
and supervisors evaluate teachers.
The insights gained from this experience
would form a firm basis for cooperation in developing a plan for teacher evaluation.
Activities

The reason for beginning with the administrative-supervisory staff is that the
activities and procedures for evaluation of professional personnel are the same,
regardless of the level or position of the personnel.
This does not imply that
criteria will be the same, but that the methods of establishing criteria, data
collection and analysis, and decisionmaking will be similar enough that the
experience can be transferred from the administrative level to the teacher level.
Time Sequence

In planning the total teacher evaluation, consideration should be given to
when certain activities should occur. Some experience can be gained with the
administrator evaluation plan, but the time when certain phases of the processes
will occur will be different. For example, the goal-setting stage or the final
decision stages may occur in similar sequence to administrator evaluation but at
somewhat different times of the year than with teachers.
Other than legal
constraints, there appears to be no reason why considerable variation could not
occur from district to district or from school to school.
In addition to the sequence of events in the evaluation process, a choice
must he made regarding whether the planning will occur on a piecemeal or comprehensive basis. That is, will certain aspects of the evaluation process be considered
independently of other parts and decisions made to change a given part, or will
the entire teacher evaluation procedure be examined and nothing changed or
implemented until plans are conplete for the entire process? The following
comments seem appropriate to this problem area:
The comprehensive approach is more likely to yield a well-integrated
plan which satisfies the goals desired; however, it requires a mature
staff and a spirit of cooperation and optimism regarding the approach,
The piecemeal approach risks early implementation of procedures which
may not be compatible with desirable activities at a later point; however,
it is often argued that any steps leading to professional growth of teachers
will improve learning conditions for children.

Planning teacher evaluation procedures conaiste of determining: (a) objectives, (b) people who will be involved, (c) activities that should occur,
CONCLUSION and (d) time sequence of events. The way decisions azae made regarding
this planning predetermine much of the effectiveness of the eventual
procedures as well as the satisfaction with these procedures.

-2-
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PURPOSES OF TEACHER EVALUATION
One of the first steps in establishing or revising a program of teacher
evaluation is to determine the purposes of the program. If the program is
to be successful, these purposes must be identified. discussed, and agreed
upon by all who are involved in the process.
Ideitify All Purposes

All potential purposes should be discussed openly and thoroughly; certain
purposes should not be ignored just because there are critical issues involved
in them or because their accomplishment may precipitate conflict. For example,
one purpose for a program of teacher evaluation might be to provide a basis
Some people think that
for sound administrative decisions regarding reemployment.
the accomplishment of this purpose creates an atmosphere which decreases cooperative
relationships between administrators; they prefer to ignore this purpose and hope
that the problems inherent in reemployment will not arise. However, since even
in small districts these problems do arise, all purposes should he discussed
openly and clarified in writing so that teachers and administrators may understand
the bases for the evaluation program.

C> NOTE

Morale cannot be high if staff members are fearful or hostile. Since
unknowns contribute to fear, evaluation pmgrams which have written
statements of purpose that are clear, precise, and complJte are more
likely to produce a sound basis for open communication and cooperativy
around ambiguous or unwritten
relationships than programs
purposes.

Some Purposes Identified
Purposes of teacher evaluation vary som6whet from district to district,
They may include the following:
To improve teaching, including out-of-classroom activities as well as classroom instrution. (This purpose is not limited to teacher behavior but implies
any actions taken to improve teaching systems, the teaching environment,
or teacher behavior.)
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE/Office of Education
National Center for Educational Communication

To reward superior performance
* To supply information for modification of assignments (including
placement in another position, reduction of load, promotion to
a leadership position, or termination of employment)
e To protect individuals or the school system in legal matters
(including both the protecticn of teachers against a capricious
new administrator and the protection of the school district and
children against a harmful teacher)
To validate Cie selection process
To provide a baais for career plannin:; end individual growth and
development of the teacher (including professional degrees and
inservice training programs)

Each of these purposes is discussed more fully below.

Improve InstructionThere is general agreement among educators that the most
important purpose for evaluating teaching is the improvement of instruction

InTeacher Evaluative Pyocedures.Oregon

duration, 19661_ Heald and Moorea_1.9( 0);

however, thisimprovement may take several forms: e.g., supervisors can provide
feedback regarding behavior to teachers, physical environment and materials can
be modified, self-evaluation can be used to improve diagnostic skills of teachers,
or information can be gathered by other teachers and discussed with the teacher.
Since evaluation of instruction is required before systematic improvement can
occur, a starting point from which to work should be established. As Heald and
Moore (1968:189) state, "The routes to a particular end vary according to the
point of origin, and it should be one purpose of evaluation programs to establish
these points." Through this knowledge of strengths and weaknesses a teacher can
improve his work. Usually, when a teacher views evaluation as a means to improve
his instruction, he accepts it as a part of the teaching assignment.

Reward Superior PerformanceAnother purpose for evaluation is to make it the
basis for rewarding superior performance. However, this use of teacher evaluation
tends to meet with considerable opposition from teachers, despite the fact that
people outside of schools are asking why teachers should not he paid according
to the excellence of their performance, e.g., how well pupils learn (Fishman,
"Teacher Evaluative Procedures," Oregon Education, 1966). These increasing
pressures from school boards and taxpayers for rewarding superior performance
are in direct conflict with the viewpoint of the majority of teaches.
Some authorsAnthony (1968), Simon and Boyer (1967), and Howson (1963)--suggest
the teachers' major objection toward this purpose is due to the svbjective nature
of the evaluations. They suggest the use of objectivel
y ob.cained measurements of
specific behavior which have been related by research to the accomplishment of
specific pupil outcomes. Teachers also resent being classified into general
categories of excellence, since excellence is specific to a situation as well as
a person.

-2-

Modify Assignmints--Still another purpose of evaluation is to gather informati,
for the modification of teachers' assignments, either by promotion, reduction or
increase of load, or release 1Heald and Moore, 1968). While these are necessary
activities among all organizations, morale tends to suffer when evaluation
emphasizes elimination of the weak and ineffective; consequently, this negative
emphasis needs to be avoided.

g> CONCLUSION

The general contention is that better staff morale and a better
Instructional program will result from adequate and creative
supervision and orderly dismiseal procedures for incompetent
(viewpoint: Eastmond, 1959)
teachers.

Protect Individual and Organization--When the purposes of evaluation are
considered from a legal standpoint, protection of individuals as well as the
school organization becomes important. Responsibility for the operation of
school programs is delegated by the State to the local district and from there
to the teacher; with this responsibility comes the expectation that goals will
be accomplished. Society does not expect schools to be operated without the
same continuous evaluation that occurs. in other organizations--although, from
a legal standpoint, school boards have the right to establish the kind of school
system they want as long as it remains within constitutional limits (Howsam,
The boards' prerogatives include establishing
1963; Heald and Moore, 1968).
any form of evaluation it desires. Because evaluation of teaching within a
district serves as the district's protection when it is held accountable for
the system it has established, evaluation is essential for regal reasons--if
for no others.
a

The emphasis on the legal aspects off' teacher evaluation can be
viewed negatively by teachers unless they realize that their oon
(Smith and Tyler,
protection against unjust charges is also assured.

C> NOTE

1942)

Validate the Selection Process -- Though little recognized and practiced, anothe
reason for evaluating teachers is to validate and improve the selection process.
Development of procedures that link information analyzed during the selection
process with teaching performance should be a part of every district's planning.
The criteria used to select teachers phould be consistent with those used to
evaluate teachers.

4> SUGGESTION

Since there is a need for all who are involved in teacher evaluation to
understand the relationships of evaluation to selection processes, school
distriato should consider involving supervisors in both selection and
evaluation as one means to help them understand how the two are related.
(practice: schools)

-3-

Where principals are included in the selection process, as they are in many
of the schools, it is expected thnt they are looking for the same qualities that they
will later use for evaluation. As expressed by one porsoanel director, "lhey are
much more careful chum they select when they think the teacher may be placed in
their own building." Also the principal may select according.to his own particular
needs or program, such as ungraded classrooms or "team" members 1.ith particular
skills.

Promote Individual GrowthClosely related to the improvement of instruction is
the teacher's own purpose for evaluation, namely, to promote self-improvement.
Since most evaluation procedures assume that each teacher is interested in improving
his teaching, evaluation can become the basis of planning with the teacher for
individual growth and dwelopment (Howsam, 1963). To this end, new procedures
begin with a goal - setting conference between the teacher and principal, and means
are then established whereby the teacher can acquire and diagnose information regardAlthough the criteria are individualized in this process and
ing his teaching.
the diagnosis of behavior is done by the teacher, there is usually an attempt to
mesh the individual goal: with the institutional goals during the first conference.
In addition, one of the functions of external evaluation is to facilitate
self-evaluation. The value of sell- evaluation is to anew continuous diagnosis
teaching, a necessary component of good teaching. Since current ratios of
principals (or other supervisors) to teachers do not allow for frequent classroom
observations and conferences, no teacher can afford to rely entirely on external
evaluation. All of these purposes might be expressed by saying: The purpose of
teacher evaluation is to safeguard and improve the quality of instruction received
Implied in this statement is the view that evaluation of teachers will
by students.
facilitate both teacher and administrator decisions (the teacher's decisions
regarding how to perform as a teacher and what will improve that performance, and
the administrator's decisions regarding what actions he might take to aid students
and teachers).
The nature of the listing of purposes, or even of the presence or absence of a
formal evaluation plan, should not alter the individual responsibility that teachers
share with other professional practitioners for continuous self-improvement.
However, if the school district has a well-organized program of formal evaluation
with clearly specified purposes, it should be of assistance to the teacher in his
voluntary program of continued self-assessment and improvement.
Changing Research View
From a research standpoint, the purposes of evaluation of teacher effectiveness
have changed somewhat in recent years. For a. long time, the purpose was to show
that certain types of teachers provide certain patterns of teaching. In order to
do this, it was necessary to observe the teacher many tines to determine what his
stable patterns of teaching were.
More recently, the erpha5is has shifted in the direction of attempting to
determine why teachers vary their behavior from one teaching episode to the next
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and whether or not this variation is itself associated with particular educational
outcomes. The concern here is for variation of teaching behavior between visits
and the consequences of this variation.
For practitioners, the implication of this shift in emphasis is significant.
The practitioner is interested in what works, and he realizes that some stable
patterns of teacher behavior do not produce results in certain circumstances.
He needs to know what produces learning in particular situations and how teachers
can be encouraged to choose those behaviors which have a high probability of
success.
Relation to District Goals

The teacher evaluation progran should not ignore other aspects of the school
the function of evaluation is to facilitate the accomplishment of the
program.
goals of the organization; therefore, the purposes of evaluation should be establishe
following a complete review of the goals of the school district.
When this has
been done, the purposes of evaluation are more likely to be compatible with and
contribute to the school district goals.
_

For example, to reward superior performance can be a legitimate purpose of
evaluation,. but it should be clearly related to the goals of the organization if it
If it is clear that rewarding
is to be included in the purposes of evaluation.
superior performance provides incentive and motivation for creative teacher behavior
which causes children to learn better, then to reward superior performance seems
a reasonable purpose for evaluation.

However, some may desire to initiate a reward system for the purpose of
controlling the behavior of teachers (without regard for the effect on accomplishment
of educational goals), end this may lead to a misuse of the evaluation function.

The purposes of teacher evaluation programs should grow out of clearly
CONCLUSION stated goals of the school system and should contribute to the accomplishment of these goals.
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POSSIBLE PROBLEMS IN TEACHER EVALUATION
In addition to the potential benefits of evaluation, there are possible
adverse effects as well. Adverse effects are indications of problems which
exist, and their examination may indicate the source of a problem. Some
of the possible adverse effects of teacher evaluation incrUde:
Human relations tensions when poor performance is perceived by the
evaluator
Reduction of creativity if evaluation system is too rigid
Reduction of assistance provided by supervisor or principal
Poor validation of selection process
Human ,Relations Tensions

There is the natural strain in human relations that results when one person
evaluates another (Gruenfeld, 1966). Evaluators need to be aware of the fact
that diagnosis of the teaching act is primarily cognitive, i.e., diagnosis
primarily involves knowledge. However, interpretation of this knowledge by the
person being evaluated is not necessarily cognitive at all, since it may be
interpreted on an emotional level. When evaluation procedures include placing
people in categories, e.g., "good" or "average," an emotional response is quite
Regardless of the
likely to be precipitated on the part of some teachers.
evaluation program, evaluators should be prepared for emotional responses and
should provide psychological support for the teachers being evaluated.
Reduction of Creativity
Creative teachers can function in a variety of situatior3. However, teachers
do tend to be affected by the form of evaluation used. If the evaluation criteria
require strict adherence to predetermined procedures and materials, the constraints
are likely to reduce the motive.tien for divergence and creativity.
'There is the tendancy'fOr the teacher to be shaped by
other measurement device) regardless of whether or not the
good teaching. Ho may conform even though the measurement
necessary behaviors or includes behaviors not pertinent to
.

.

a rating scale (or
scale validly measures
does not include
the work. Especially
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under situatioks of merit pay, states Link (1966), "A rating scale becomes a
shaping device no matter how supportive the supervisor, the principal, or the
system."
Reduction of Assistance
When the principal or supervisor has both the responsibility of helping the
teacher improve and the job of being accountable to the school system for results,
he sometimes has the tendency to emphasize accountability to the extent that it
At other times, his ability
adversely affects his ability to help the teacher.
to assist the teacher is reduced simply because he has the responsibility of
Some consider this reduction to be a result of a natural
accountability.
distrust which teachers have of the use to be made of informaticn obtained through
the evalution process. However, it may be due more to lack of knowledge of how
evaluation is used and must: be used by personnel who are charged with responsibilities
to help teachers, viz., the evaluation information forms a bash for the .:iaunsel
and assistance provided. Witheus. it the assistance would be shallow and meaningless.
The issue is not whether those who supervise and provid° assistance should evaluate
teachers; rather, it is how informatics' obtained through the evaluation process
should be used.
Selection Validation

A number of reasons exist for poor validation of selection procedures
However, foremost among them is the fact that very few school districts have reliable
measures of teacher performance. Suppose, for example, that a principal is concerned
with the fact that teacbers will not accept him as a person who can help them if he
emphasizes accountability to the system and attempts to measure their behavior and
performance accurately. What is he likely to do and how will this affect the
validation of se/ection procedures?
Under these circumstances, a principal is likely to evaluate all teachers more
favorably than he should, indicating more uniformity than exists.
In effect, his
evaluation reflects a rather general "halo effect" and the measures approach a
constant. When this occurs, no predictor can be found that will predict teacher
effectiveness for that situation. Since all teachers appear to look alike once
they are evaluated on the job, any predictor variable will predict as effectively
(or more precisely, as ineffectively) as any other.
The same consequences result if an evaluator allows his measurements to
migrate toward a central tendency. Likewise, if the measurements provided
by an evaluator are in fact not related to the behavior of the teacher or the
results of this behavior, then the correlation with any predictor variable is
In effect, any evaluations which approach some constant value
likely to be zero.
or which approach some random assignment are likely to be worthless for validation
of selection procedures.
Several researchers have found that the extent of the benefit a teacher
receives from evaluation is related to his attitude toward evaluation,i.e.,
a teacher with an unfavorable attitude benefits loss than one who views
evaluation positively. This implies that if teachers view evaluation as the
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attempt to eliminate the ineffective rather than to help all teachers toward
better and better performance, adverse effects could outweigh the benefits of
evaluation ("Teacher Evaluative Procedures," 014ogon Wueation, 1966).
Measureovnt Problems

Many of the problems underlying the adverse effects of evaluation arc directly
Problems of measurement include the
traceable to poor measurement procedures.
following:

Prejudice, bias, or poor judgment
6 Inconsistency of reaction to behavior
Subjective ratings and classifications (or classification schemes which
require high inferences to be made)
a Influence of the personality of the teacher outside the classroom on
measurement of behavlor in the classroom
4 Attempt to measure too many elements of classroom situations (especially
at the beginning of a program)
Tevdency to continue a prior viewpoint of a person's performance
I Consistent overvaluation or undervaluation

the last pronlemivis., overvaluation or undervaluation, deserves special
consiueration. Overvaluation sometimes is caused by a desire to avoid antagonisms
with teachers, an effort to make the supervisor look good, or a sympathetic response
to a certain individual s problems (e.g., age or problems outside the school
situation). The desire to avoid antagonisms is a strong motivator for some principals
and supervisors, especially those who see themselves as placebound, desiring to
live harmoniously with teachers over a long period of time, and being fear.ail that
accurate reporting of measurements will damage the harmonious relationship.
However, the practice of indicating to a teacher that he is performing well
when in fact he is not (i.e., of continually overvaluating his performance) can be
as much a disadvantage to him as it is to the organization. The reason for this is
that the teacher then has a limited basis for improvement in comparison with what
Of course, the school organization
he ou'd have if fall information were provided.
and the children do not benefit either, since the performance does not improve as
ouch as it might.
Situational Constraints

Soreti*es it is difficult to determine whether poor results ram due to poor
performance an the past of the teacher or to situational constrains that preveat
better tear? sr pesformume. Alien the-.:T is any doubt on this question, the
conditions utdar which the teacher works should receive direct attention in making
an evaluation of the teacher's effectiveness. Sometimes the environment (including
supplies and materials is well as the psychological environment) is such that
learning is inhibited, and a review of those situational factors that might
influence the effectiveness of the teacher will help to prevent Dior judgments
regarding the teaches.

Feasibility of Annual Evaluation
Another problem of teacher evaluation is the feasibility of evaluating all
teachers alnually. Many school districts do not have an adequate administrative
and supervisory staff to do an adequate job of evaluation. In analyzing this
problem in local school districts, an attempt should be made to relate the
problem tl torposes for which the evaluationiprogram is designed.
However, if
one of theie purposes is to assist teachers in improving their instruction, it
becomes very difficult to justify a program which does not include continuous
evaluation of every teacher.
Consider an analogy to a baseball team.
It is inconceivable that any major
league team would discontinue observing the production and actions of a given
player after he had been on the tean for 3 or 5 years. This raises the question
it seems reasonable to conclude that
of why batting coaches still watch hitters.
they watch batters to determine whether they sre still hitting the ball, under
what conditions they are hitting the ball, and whether there appear to be any
flaws which hinder improved hitting.

It also raises the question of the number of coaches needed, assuming that
%hen Mickey Mantle joined the
coaching (rather than umpiring) is desired.
coaching stiff of the New York Yankees in September 1970, he became the fifth
coach in addition to the field manager to work with 15 professional ball players.
How many coaches are needed for an athletic team of x players, i.e., what is the
person/coach ratio? People in pelicinaking positions asight raise the question
in comparing the student/coach ratio on the high school athletic teams with the
teacher /supervisor ratio on the high school staff.
aam.11
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If part of the Anotioi of the evaluator is to provide aseistance
for ter:where (i.e., to be a coalh rather than an umpire), then
consideration should be given to the number of evatuatore needed
to do an adequate job, and efforts should be made to work tnoard
acquisition of thece evalwtort.
111..
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DEVELOPING CRITERIA FOR TEACIIER EVALUATION

Generally, a criterion is defined as a standard or level of attainment
In eva/uation of personntl, a criterion
against which comparisons may be made.
also pertains to standards dealing with behavior and resuite of bthavior; to
assess the attainment of some process or outcome objective. This section
discusses the nature of criteria dealing with teacher evaluation, and presents
certain ideas found in practice and the professional literature which should
be considered in making decisions about the criteria to be used.
Nature of Criteria

The nature of evaluation criterials similar to the nature ofseles4, cONUUstoN tion criteria in that criteria of teacher of otiveness vary from
one lob to another, and they tend to change over tire.
Chiatii, l9S6; .nd others)
(vice point:
amia..114.0....111101010.11..
40.....O.o.
In the evaluation of teachers, most practitioners and researchers (Ware, 1964;
Stith, 1967; Fishman, 1967; [(yens, 1963, 1957; tarr, 1941; Schatock, 1967)
agree that a teacher functions in a highly complicated setting, in which his
performance is influenced by the interaction of his personal characteristics
and various situational variables. Personal variables include such .components
as intellectual and affective structures, perceptual habits, age, and level
of training; while the situational variables might include such components as
the characteristics of the learners present, the materials being used, the goals
of the institution, the instructional objectives, and the characteristics of
the physical setting.
Figure 1 (next page) presents representation of the interaction of the teacher'
behavior and the situatiodart-omponents. The two-way arrows indicate the
dynamic interaction between teacher behavior and the multitude of situational
variables; the other lints show the interrelationships of the situational variables
As the diagram also shows, the situational variables provide the framework within
which the teacher operates; however, since both teacher and environment interact
The implicati
with each other, there is a mediating effect on teacher performance.
of this dints* is that criteria determined for teacher performance should take
into consideration the personal attributes the teacher brings to the job and the
situational constraints plated on him by the job.

UPARTME41 OF WWII, EDUCATION, MID WELFARE/Office of Education
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Figure I.
A representation of the Interaction of teachr behavior Gr);(i vat4our
situational variables (modified from Sehalock's 1:)67

Instructional
Objectives

Physical
Setting

Teacher
Behavior

Learners
Present

Determining Criteria
The initial step in teacher evaluation in a local school district is to
determine what is considered to be impk:tant in teaching. This first step
s crucial to the evaluation process, since what is considered to be important
tecomes the basis for developing:
Specific teacher behaviors and results of behavior desired (identified
as criteria)
Ways to measure teacher behaviors and results, that is, criteria measurentnt
Comparisons of measurements and desired outcomes (evaluation)
In determining what is considered to be important in teaching, i.e., the
crtte0.a, one should answer three questions:
Who will decide on the criteria and their importance?
What procedure will be used to acquire information used in making this decision?
How will the data gathered be analyzed?

Who wilt peadetcriteria based on an individual's intuitive judgment are
built on the weakest of foundations; consequently, criteria decisions would be
improved if based on the rooted Judgments of experts. Ryans (1957; 4) points
out that the group of expertt (jury of authorities) may consist of:

1

I.

The totality of the known group of authorities or experts (e.g., all of
the principals and supervisors in the school district, all members of a
teachers' professional organization, all college teachers of a specified
subject matter, etc.). Of course, such a procedure usually is not feasible unless the totality of experts is relatively small.

2.

A rancim eample from the roster or membership list of a known group of
authorities.

3.

A purposiv* sample drawn from the totality of authorities as defined.

4.

A sample of individuals who have been specially trained to make authoritative judgments regarding the criterion (e.g., job analysts, trained
Observers, etc.).

In education, method 3 probably is most often employed; however, Ryans sumests
that it is the weakest of the four. lie also warns that methods 1, 2, and
do
"not necessarily insure valid criterion Jescription, but they represent distinct
improvements" (1957:43).
00.0.01.11.111,
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Inadequato statements describing what is i'Tortant in teacher
behavior often result from using biased Judges. (vieutpoint: Ayame
1.07:43)
0110..11O.N11.06..% .1.11111.111=11.011.10..
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A jury or group of experts in a school district, selected for purposes of
criterion determination, also may include combinations of teacher, principals,
supervisors, students, board members, and parents working together. Such a
cooperative effort often has a positive effect on morale.

14> CONCLUSION

Involving teachers es well as other members of the educational
collunity in the development of criteria t
help establish more
accurately defined criteria and may irprove the m2rale of Oa prvfessional staff.
(practice: schools)

-

where school districts riNuire the establishment of goal* for individuals,
decisions regarding who will decide on what these goals will be are made by:
(a) the individual tearher, Oa) the principal or the supervisor, (c) the individual and the principal cooperatively, or (d) a commattee composed of peer; and/or
administrators (the latter possibility might also include the individual teacher).
Also, in establishing the broad goals for individuals, board members, students,
and parents may be .011sulted.

14> CONCLUSION

Regardee of haw the goals are estoblished, output a'id
procedvnal goals are more likely to be wukretood and attained
when th,y aw cooperatively developed by the teachcrmul principal (or supervisor) and are written in dise;,Iminatinct bOunn.or
terms.
(practice: schools, industry)

What Procedures to Uee?-4:urnerous procedures have been employed for acluiring
information from people in order to determine what is considered to he important
in teaching (Ryans, 1957; Chiselli, 1955; and others).
Ryans (1957:44) has listed
six possible techniques:
Free - response -- statements of what is important and the degree of importance,

oased upon the general impressions held by various members of the educational
community.
o Checklist response--individuals indicate what is important and the degree
of importanceron a previously conpiled list of desired behaviors and outcomes.

o Position analysisdetailed systematic description of what is important for
success and the degree of importance by individuals trained in carrying out
such an analysis.

Critical incidents description--detailed descriptions of actual incidents and
behavior that have been observed by experts lo tm "crittcal" in learner growth
and development. (Note: This technique primarily .deals with teacher behavior
as opposed to learner outcomes.)

Time sampling--detailed tabulation of teacher behaviors based upon systematic
observation and recording, with special attention to the conduct of observation during representative samples in time.
Psychophysical methods--members of the jury determine what is important and
the degree of importance using such methods as ranting, paired comparisons,
etc.

In education, the first two techniques probably have been used more frequently
than the others.
However, from an objective and rational viewpoint, the first two
methods are the weakest.
In view of the nature of criteria for teacher evaluation,
probably the method which holds the most promise is the poeition anaIieie technique.
Evidence of the worth of this technique in improving the selection process has
been provided by Palmer (1970) in his research using a completed "position analysis
outline" (PAO) for improved selection decisions.
Ectir Will Beeps.
ea Be Anatysed?--Once experts respond to the criteria dimension
they think important, a final judgment must be made concerning what criteria will
be employed and how the criteria for evaluation will be operationally defined.
Regardless of whether an individual or a group makes these decisions, a value system
will be Involved; however, to make such judgments without a broader perspective of
others' views promotes a biased, unsystematic, and subjective approach which may
tarnish the criteria descriptions.

.4-
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When decisions regarding the development oferiteria arr
based upon empiricaily supported and rational cons.idenrrions,
relevaree and usability are more likely to Le ensured.
(position: hbaro, 1857)

A number of authors (Cuion, 1961; RYvns, 1957; and Brogden and Taylor, 1950)
strongly recommend that a systematic and comprehensive approach be used to develop
criteria.
Such an approach would be designed to provide a rational analysis of
the relevancy of the possible criteria; it would hypothesize descriptions of the
criterion elements and use various statistical techniques (e.g., factor analysis)
to identify significant or..!rational behaviors pertinent to the attainment of the
instructional objective (Ryans, 1957).
The significance of employing a more objective approach is that evaluation
of teacher behavior and learner outcomes can meet with success only to the degree
that criterion judgment is based on reliable information regarding the essential
attributes and behaviors involved in teaching. Consequently, such information
must be based on carefully defined and rigorously controlled evaluative research
and not on "armchair" methods (urnl.r and Fattu, 1960).

Although the relationship of teacher behaviors to student outcome is usually Limited to a specific situation, some behavior°
el> OCNCLUSIoN
have precipitated detirable outcoms in rvre than one type of
(research: Pbanders, 1.s.70)
situation.

Ilre.......-mmayiNal.
Desirable Teacher Behaviors
Teacher behaviors beneficial for one group of children sight not produce the
same tesults with another. There are, however, some teacher behaviors that have
precipitated desirable pupil outcomes in a variety of situations. Students seem
to prcfit from a teacher who:

Accepts and uses idees and opinions of pupils
Is flexible and adjusts. behavior and strategies to situations and students

Views teaching as a complex task which requires goal setting, individual
student assessment, and decisionmaking in terms of immediate and loni-range
problems
Provides students with a framework within which to interpret information

In discussing teacher behavior, one should emphasize descriptive ter,tirior to
attaching any value to these descriptions. Likewise, avoid terns that ate esotron
lalen, such is "democratic" or "progressive."

In addition to discussing performance (in terms of behavior and/or output)
in the goal-setting conference, at least one other item should be considered:
the potential of the teacher for additional tasks.
Since this is directly
related to the purpose of providing career counseling for teachers, it should
he included in the discussion of goals to be sought.
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OBSERVING TEACHERS AND COLLECTING INFORMATION
The tools and techniques used to collect inforaation for evaluating teachers
must be related to purposes. Since multiple purposes usually exist, one
question which arises is whether the system for collecting data adequately serves
all of the purposes. For example, will the techniques and procedures used tc
accomplish the purpose of improvement of instruction serve all other purposes?

tl> SUGGESTION

Focus on developing a system of information collection which
satisfies what is considered to be the major purpose of teacher
evaluation.
Then examine the system developed to determine if
adjustments arc needed to serve all other purposes.

In making plans to collect information for the evaluation of teachers, the
following questions should be considered:
Where will the information be acquired?
What will the information look like?
How will a sample of total inforaatiun be acquired?
Who will collect the information?
HCN ouch training will be required to collect it?
Sources of Information
Three basic sources of information are available for analysis and interpretation
piles- to evaluating teachers:
In-clwDaroao behavior of the teacher,as perceived by students, the teacher
being evaluated, other teachers, administrators or supervisors, and paraprofessionals, sn,ch as teacher aides.

Out-ofciassroom teacher behavior, as perceived by students, the teacher,
other teachers, administrators or supervisors, teacher aides, and other
persomel, such as cooks and custodians.

DEPART
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e Student accomplishment, as measured by teacher-made tests, standardized
tests (achievement, attitude, or skill performance), student self-report
devices, observations of student behavior (by teacher, outside observer,
parent), student products or projects.

Nature of Information
Since teacher evaluation is dependent upon measurement in gathering information,
care should be taken to develop procedures and train people so that appropriate
instruments are chosen and used effectively.

Instruments should not he chosen solely on the basis of the evatuator'e
familiarity vith the instrument, its availability, or the pot that
Consideration should include:
other dietr'iote are using it.

Co CAUTION

Relevance to goals
Acceptability by those who are invollYed
Accetsibility of information
Time needed to acquire information
Cost

Seed To Reduce Dvta--In order to evaluate teachers effectively, one Rust
reduce the available information to a form which may be analyzed and interpreted.
For example, "raw" data regarding teacher behavior might be either the behavior
itself or an audio or television tape recording of classroom activities. When
"reduced" it night take the form of a matrix of figures or comments by an observer.
Raw information regarding student accomplishment might be the answer sheets of an
achievement test, while the r.Jduced data might be a letter grade or rank in class.

4) Nom

The proced4re used for reducing data fra its raw foam influences the
final I'mterpretation of the information collected.

7pee of MeasuresRegardlers of whether one is concerned with teacher
behavior or results of this behavior (e.g., student accomplishment), when
the raw data is rtduced it generally takes one of the following forms:
e Rank order
Forced distribution
Absolute categories
Verbal descriptors
Aank ordkring is simply the ranking of individuals in a group according to
some item or characteristic. A forced distribution requires that a certain
percentage of tte item being considered be placed in each descriptive category.
rot example, *no sight requite that individuals be placed in five categories
10%, 10%, 40%, 20%, 10%. hasothle mutely
according to Cht following rAtios:
sistemu describe individual behaviors or total behavior in a classroom by placing
incidents or time periods WA) discrete descriptive categories. For example,

.2.

Flanders' Interaction Analysis System is designed to c.atagorize verbal interaction.
Verbal deeariptora are used by observers to express what has been
perceived. The descriptors may be in sentence or phrase form.

Reducing the raw data implies that some type of measurement occurs; measurement itself implies a category or numerical system that is precise. But having
a c,:tegory system or a numerical system does not Imply that the system is precise,
since the use of the system determines the precision.
For example, if a person were asked to count the nuaLer of shots taken in a
basketball game and record approximately where they were taken and who made them,
he might be able to do this with extreme accuracy. However, if the same person
were asked to determine how many times a hockey player was out of pocition during
a game, the result might be quite inaccurate, lie might record a numbez that
looks very precise but that may deceive.

emmliem../.../.0./...11.0...
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As owl: care
looks very precise.
wrong number is wrong even
a measureshould be taken in designing the implemelitatian and use
ment system ae in the design of the eye ton
A
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Systefiatic Measurement Procedures

of

Classroom Behavior -- Recent developments in classroom observations
aservation
techniques have increased significantly the number and type of observation guides
available. Simon and Boyer (1970) describe 79 different observation schedules
available for use; many Purse been used for research only, but arc easily adapted
Some instruments measure very special aspects of
for evaluation purposes.
classroom behavior (e.g., verbal interactions), whereas others are broader in
scope.

There have been two major applications of classroom interaction analysis
procedures:
To help an individual develop and control his teaching behavior
To discover Low to explain the chain of events which occur in the classroom
It seems obvious that either of these applicatiocs could be of use in evaluating
teachers.

Although many guides are available and toad be useful in evaluating
The reasons
teachers, their use is not as widespread as less precise measures.
for this lack of use appear to be:
Information has not been broadly disseminated
Very few opportunities have been provided for learning the skills necessary
to use the tethnique.
There are some notable exceptions to the limited use of systematic obserratlon
for example, the use of Flanders' Interaction Analysis System hes
procedures.
increased dramatically in the Northwest because tf workshops conducted by the
Northwest Regional Educational Laborttory to disseminate information and develop

3.

skills in the use of the system. Teachers and administrators find they are
able I.^ discuss teaching in a more precise language after learning the interaction
analysis systim.

I
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SUGGESTION

When samples of behavior are gathered by observational mcane, frachers
and students should be given some time t.,:, hecom acclimated to the
I.prvsence of the observer.
fviewpcint: :.7chalook, 1967a)

When observations are made either by a live observer or with the help of a
video tape recording device, trial observations should be conducted so that teacher:
end students hecore accustomed to having an observer in the class. Research
findings are somewhat sparse as to the influence observation has on those being
observed.
Schalock (1967a) reports that some research (Thompson, 1963; Paul, 1944) on
mother-child interaction in the home suggests that as much as S-7 hours of
observation are needed before observer influence becomes constant. Perhaps a
shorter trial period would suffice in a classroom; howner, until sufficient
research has been conducted on this problem, data gathered using observational
techniques should be interpreted with some caution.
Rating scales and checklists?/ are used much more commonly for measuring
classroom behavior than at systematic observation procedures.
The major advantage
of rating scales and checklists is that they allow the observer to consider clues
from a variety of sources before making a judgment.
Hollever, this same
characteristic can also be a disadvantage, since a delay .n recording
information can cause errors.
Two additional problems of rating scales or checklists should be mentioned:
i'1 en too many ratings are clustered at a particular point, the inference
is that raters are overly lenient, too harsh. or are unwilling to be
decisive and objective.

a It is easier to identify the very poor or the very good than it is to
differentiate in the middle range of a rating sale. Therefor', decisions
concerning middle-range ratings are more difficult.to justi6.

Probably the best single source for describint the types of analytical and
feachim#
general observstitn proceures being used in public schools is tvolmu0s#
Research
Service
of
the
Stk.
PerforManct (196?) by the Llucational

4.

if rating scales or checklists are used in evaluating teachers,
their accuracy may be improved by:
Clearly defining the focus of the evaluation
Developing specific, low-inference items
Using a common record form
Providing adequate training for observers

C,.) SUGGESTION

Measuring Out,-of-Classroom Behavior - -To the extent that the activities of the
teacher in roles other than classroom instruction (such as activity ii organization
extra-class activities, contribution to curriculum development, interactions with
parents, and hobbies) arc considered to be important as a part of the assigned or
expected responsibilities, documentary evidence should be assembled regarding these
As with classroom behaviors, the expectations of the school organizaactivities.
tion should be discussed with the teacher, and he should have an opportunity to set
goals that are compatible with his own interests and ability to contribute.

4>

Since out-of-classroom activities are sometimes sources of conflict
(or at least subject to differences of interpretation) between
teachers and the community, new teachers should be oriented to
local customs and expectations.

NOTE

In measuring out-of-classroom behavior of teachers, advantages and disadvantage:
The advantages seem to be:

exist.

Information to be obtained is ample, often pertinent to the job expectations
Information is relatively easy to obtain
The disadvantages appear to be:

Reliability of information is difficult to check
Sampling information is difficult and limited
Information obtained is difficult to score or interpret

SUGGESTION

Written records of out -of- classroom behavior should be kept and
discussed regularly with teachers in order to aleck the reliability
and meaning of the information

-5-

Measuring Student Accomplishannt--Measures of pupil outu;mes include how
pupils think, perform, and feel.
Traditional measures include:

Knowledge and ability measures (what a person knows)
Skill performance measures (what a person can do)
Attitudinal measures (what a person feels or desires)
Interest measures
Schools are established to facilitate pupil learning; therefore, the ultimate
criterion for teacher success is the amount of learning that occurs in pupils for
whom he is responsible. Thus, one of the advantages of measuring pupil growth
is that it is a direct measure of outcomes that are desired.
However, there are
a number of disadvantages.
For one thing, there is immediate growth and there is long-term growth. The
behavior of a teacher may not contribute much to the immediate learning of a
pupil but may have a long-range effect on attitudes and behavior. Or conversely,
short-term academic gains may be obtained at the expense of long-term negative
attitudes which prevent later learning.
Another disadvantage is the difficulty of adequately controlling the situation
so that growth can be attributed to the behavior of a given teacher rather than
to a wide range of uncontrolled conditions which impinge on learning. Because of
this problem, consideration should be given to the effect of a succession of
teachers on a pupil's achievement. This should not be done in lieu of examining
the student achievement obtained as a result of individual teachers, but should
be in addition to this analysis.
Historically, student accomplishment has been avoided as a means for evaluating
teachers, primarily because of the difficultioc involved. However, recent emphases
on accountability of teachers for productivity have caused renewed inteTest in
setting specific student accomplishment goals and attempting to attain them. If the
trend continues, it is quite likely to have a significant impact on how teachers
are evaluated.

Self-EvaluationTeacher self-evaluation may be concerned with either classroom
It differs from
behavior, out-of-classroom behavior, or student accomplishment.
other evaluation of teacher effectiveness in that:
o There is no need for involving an external observer in the measurement
process.
Behavioral criteria are determined by the teacher rather than by some
external source.
The advantage of self-evaluation seems clear: the teacher has the opportunity
for improvement without external threat. The primary disadvantage is that the
standards used for evaluation may not relate readily to outside criteria or needs
of the school district.
Before Implementing a teacher self-evaluation program, a school distric. should
provide teachers with:
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40 Trainipsz to he_lp them.specify their own_goals.in measurement terms.
A framework (e.g., an observational system) for analyzing and interpreting their own behavior
Technical competence needed for operating the various new media used
fer recording their own behavior

r>

NOTE

Self-evaluation reduces the threat of outside intervention and,
therefore, has potential for increasing motivation and creativity.
However, it may not serve all purposes of evaluation, since external
standards may be ignored and adgdnietrative decisions may not bc
faci li tated.

Sampling Information

Sampling procedures employed in evaluating teachers have been designed to
acquire only portions of the total amount of data available from the identified
sources.
In teacher evaluation, sampling techniques have been employed for two
it is realistically impossible to collect and analyze all the
primary reasons:
available data (e.g., one cannot hope to observe and analyze everything a teacher
does), and the techniques allow the evaluator to distribute the information demands
over the available time and data sources, in order not to overtax the endurance
of any individual at any given point in time (Birnbaum, 1970).

el> SUGGESTION

Observation of teachJre should be carefully spaced over time to
(viewpoint: Mitzel, 1967,
yield the best appraisal results.
and others)

How Often To Observe--How often should a principal observe a given teacher?
A quick and obvious response is "More than most principals observe teachers," 3/
but this gives very little assistance to one seeking guidelines. A more
beneficial response to this question depends on a number of factors, including
the purposes for the observation and the resources available. To satisfy most
purposes, each teacher should be observed in the classroom environment several
times annually at different times of the day or in varying types of instruction.
Such observations can be a mixture of observation procedures and may be made by
appointment or not.
.

Specify the amount of time per week which should be spent in teacher
evaluation procedures.
Indicate how long each observation should be and whether the observation
should be followed by a teacher conference and written record.

Y In an NEA survey (1969), 80 percent of the responding schools indicate that
they evaluate probationary teachers more often than tenure teachers; yet, 85 perzent
of the probationary teachers were evaluated no more than twice annually.
-7-

Determine the approximate number of teachers who can be observed annually.
Determine how many times each teacher should he observed annually.
To see what would happen if the above procedure were followed, create a
hypothetical situation in which:
The principal should spend 5-8 hours per week in
Length of classroom observation is approximately
Observation will always be followed by a teacher
Written records will be kept of observations and
There are 60 teachers in the school.

teacher evaluation procedures.
30 minutes
conference.
conferences.

For this example, the principal would be able to observe approximately five
teachers weekly, on the average; this would allow him to make a systematic
observation of each teacher approximately every 12 weeks or only three times annually.
Is this sufficient for accomplishing the purposes established for teacher
evaluation in this district?

If not, then steps should be taken to either:

Establish more reasonable goals for the evaluation program, or
o Modify the procedures established (e.g., spend more time in observation
weekly), or
Acquire more resources for doing the task
If more assistance is needed, then the principal and the personnel. in.the
central office should agree on who and what the nature of the assistance should
For example, should the vice principal, department heads, consultants,
be.
and central office personnel be involved? If so, should their role in the total
evaluation process be different from that of the principal?

4o NOTE

Some teacher evaluation programs are designed for failure because
not enough personnel are provided to do the job adequately.
Personnel inadequacies should be relatively easy to identify, and
a number of alternatives may exist for remedying the problem.

Who Collects Information?--To evaluate teachers, information should be acquired
regarding classroom behavior, out-of-classroom behavior, and student performance.
Who collects this information depends on the plan which is implemented, and the
following people should be considered when developing a plan:
Principals
o Vice principals
Department heads
Subject matter specialists (consultants, supervisors)
General consultants
Personnel specialists or directors
Peers (other teachers)
Students
Parents
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It seems reasonable to expect that different people would collect different
For example, a principal of a large high school would
types of information.
probably collect different types of information from that of the department head
Because of the difficulty of having expert
or the subject matter specialist.
knowledge in all of the subject matter specialties of the various teachers, the
principal is more likely TO provide meaningful feedback to teachers in the areas
of classroom atmosphere, general learning principles, and verbal and nonverbal
interaction.
The subject matter specialist or department head, on'the other hand, could
collect information concerning the appropriateness of the content and activities
related to the content. The feedback that he is able to provide to teachers
regarding content and activities that are appropriate for the given subject
specialty should be of benefit to teachers. The judgments made about these
aspects of teaching are part of the specialty of the consultant or supervisor
who should be made to feel a part of the process of teacher evaluation as much
as other people who collect and analyze information regarding the teacher.
Difficulties arise with regard to use of information collected by subject
matter specialists. Some seem to fear being labeled a "tattler" or to feel that
the task of collecting information for evaluation purposes is outside their role.
A clear specification of the role of the subject matter specialist and of the use
of the information he collects should help to remove some of these difficulties.
This specification is the job of the administrator, who has a responsibility to
set objectives that help to harmonize the activities of people with goals of
the organization.
Training Data Collector
A final consideration in planning for data acquisition concerns the training
of the data collector. If the data to be collected are to be in raw form, little
training of the collector is required. However, if data are to be :educed at the
time of collection, then the collector must be capable of accurately recording and
reducing the data for analysis and interpretation.
For example, when studying the interpersonal communications between a teacher
and students, an observer (data collector) must providt data which are valid and
Therefore, the observer must undergo extensive training to memorize the
reliable.
definitions of the behavior categories used for classifying teacher and student
messages; he must master the use of the behavior record form and the other recording
procedures so that accurate judgments can be made; and he must demonstrate that
his records are consistent from one observation to another.

g> SUGGESTION

Individuals responsible for acquiring "reduced" dlta should be
provided extensive training in reduction procedures to enRure
(viewpoint: rc ,earch staff)
valid and reliable information.
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Prerequisites to Good Observation
Most information is collected by means of observation, and good observation
has certain prerequisites:
Some purpose needs to be identified. A person does not just observe; he
observes for something. lie does not just look; he looks for something
specific.

The more specifically one identifies what he is looking for, and the more
systematically he plans for observation, tne more likely it is that he
will know something following the observation.
What is observed needs to be subject to checks and controls, in order that
some determination can be made of the validity, reliability, and precision
of the observation.
Limits to Observation
Observation is direct.
It is not an indirect predictor of behavior as a test
is, but rather tells something directly about the behavior of teachers. As
result
of this directness, it has some limits.
For exmple, some events cannot he
predicted and, therefore, are difficult to observe. A teacher who has a %ery
sensitive ability to handle delicate human relations problems in the cl*ssroom
may not be able to demonstrate this for an observer because of the dificulty of
predicting when an appropriate situation will occur. Likewise, the duration of
events is a very practical limitation to observation of classroom events.
It sometimes is hard for an observer to see the continuity and sequences of events that
make some teachers extremely effective.

Once the prerequisites to good obServation have been provided, what about the act
of observing? The observer's mental set during observation is quite thportant.
Otherwise, he cannot interpret gestures, expressions, etc. This means that he must
know something about the context within which he is observing, and implies that
he should:
Discuss the situation which he will observe with the teacher prior to observing
O Confer with the teacher following the observation to check his own understanding of the context
Develop his own understanding of the impact of contexts on both students
and teachers
An observer's introspection and%experience can be both a hindrance and a help.
It can cause him to overlook and misinterpret as well as to be very shrewd in
perceiving subtle differences.

;

C'.1>

SUGGESTION

Observers of teacher behavior and classroom interaction should
develop reane for checking their own reliability; this usually
means comparing observations. with another observer and the teacher
being on-served.
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Because an observer is usually responsible for knowing something about the
situational context, the interaction among people, and individual behavior, he
should attempt to increase reliability of observation by:
Adequately defining what is to be observed
own background and experience to determine whether it might
Examining
be distorting his perception
Establishing categories which assist in recording behavior
Comparing vbsorvations with others to help establish and maintain reliability
Guidelines

Some guidelines for development of information collettion procedures for use
in evaluating teachers include:
School board policy should identify all purposes of evaluation, specify
general procedures to be used in evaluation of personnel, and identify
what types of data the school board desires in order to provide information
to the public and to set policy.
All new teachers should he oriented to the total procedures used, as well
as the forms and reports that will be used.
Vice principals and department chairmen should be involved in evaluation
procedures, and all persons involved should be acquainted with their role
Student reactions to teacher behavior and to classroom activities should be
encouraged on an anonymous basis at the option of the teacher.
If peer evaluation is used, training in making honest and helpful comments
should be provided.

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
In the evaluation of teachers, measurement techniques are central to the
acquisition of data from the standpoint that:
They sometimes influence the kind of information to be gathered, i.e.,
in considering what data are to be gathered, it is necessary to contemplate
the type of measure that will be used
They help order the available data
They help reduce the error of informal human observation
As Schalock (1969, V-26) so aptly put it:
In the absence of instruments for the extension of the senses
or for the control of conditions, human observations are liable
to error.
Instruments are a means for approximating more
closely the property wider observation.
1,11

Teacher evaluation is dependent upon measurement as a basis for
CONCLUSION information gathering, because it is through measurement that
the evaluator ascertains the quantity or quality of something.
(viewpoint: Schalock, 1968)

Selection of Initruments
In selecting measures for evaluation, a major rule of thumb is "select
the instrument which best fits your purpose," i.e.,identifythe measurement
techniques and strategies which provide the data desired. Although this guideline is quite simple, too often choices are made on the basis of familiarity
with or easy availability of instruments rathe,. than because of their appropriateness.
To help in making appropriate decisions regarding the kinds of measures to
use or develop, Lyons (1970) has suggested four practical considerations or
resistants:
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Cost Factor - Priorities must be determined for the kinds of data needed
and decisions made to allocate money among these priorities.
Time Factor - Some measures take a great deal of time to use and to develop
properly; and if not enough lead time is available, the use of such instruments will not he feasible.
Source Factor - It does r' good to decide on a particular instrument that
would do the job, allocate appropriate resources, and then find out it
not possible to collect the data because no data source is available.

i'.,

"Taboo" Factor -An otherwise satisfactory instrument can meet with resistance
if it conflicts with local traditions or custom.
Characteristics of Instruments

Besides the practical considerations listed above for choosing or developing
an instrument for teacher evaluation, one should also consider the characteristics
which indicate adequacy of any measuring instrument, viz., relevance, reliability,
validity, fidelity, and ease of administration. A number of authors (Lyons,
1970;
(L
rn
Schalock, 1968; Kerlinger, 1964; Thorndike
and Hagen, 1962; Ryans, 1957; and others)
describe those characteristics as follows:
Relevance--This quality is sometimes referred to as validity, i.e., the extent
that the instrument appears to measure what it says it does.
Reliability--This quality concerns the consistency or reproducibility of the
measure, i.e., the instrument continues to maintain its stability from
one application to the next.

142/MityThis quality pertains to the fact that the instrument measures
that behavior, object, or event for which it was intended to measure.
Fidelity- -This quality relates to the degree to which the response to the
instrument parallels the true or actual performance (e.g., skill tests in
physical education have a greater degree of fidelity than do paper and
pencil tests).

Ease of Acinistration--This quality involves the practicality of the
instrument in the evaluation, i.e., its availability, scoring ease, etc.

C1 CONCLUSION

Data acquired for teacher evaluation purposes may be analyzed and
intereted with a greater degree of confidence if in the evaluation process the /Wowing two questions can be answered
positively:
Will the measuring instruments employed fit the purpose of the
evaluation and will they do an adequate job?
Have the measuring instruments been implemented accurately?
(viewpoint:

research staff)
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POST-OBSERVATION CONFERENCES, COMMUNICATION

As clear and precise communication is essential to the establishment of
acceptable purposes for teacher evaluation, so excellent communication betileen
teachers and evaluators is essential in the pest-observation conferences and
formal reports.
Every classroom observation should be followed by a discussion
between the teacher and the cooperating evaluator(s), and this discussion should
take place as soon after the observation as possible. There should be open
communication regarding what will be reported to the central office, and written
copies of any report should be given to the teacher.
When To Make Post-Observation Decisions
Since one of the functions of the total evaluation process is to make decisions
possible, one of the first considerations an evaluator must face is when ho vi11
make the decisions that art based on observations. He has three choices; he can
make the decisions:
oo Before the post-observation conference, allowing him to use the conference
for informing the teacher of the decision

o During the conference, allowing the teacher to be a part of the decision
process
o Following the conference, using the conference as an opportunity to
collect additional information that might be pertinent to the decision
Some practitioners favor one of these times for all decisions, but others tend
to choose one in terms of the purpose to be accomplished by the particular conference or decision. For example, if a certain decision needs to be made regarding
classroom procedures and the evaluator is providing information to be of assistance
to the teacher, the decision might be made during the conference. However, if a
decision is to be reached regarding retention of the teacher, the evaluator may
delay the decision until after the conference in order to use the information
obtained from the conference (or possibly from other sources) to make final decisions.
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Post-Observation Conference
In both business and schools some kind of meeting between supervisor and
employee often follows observations of the subordinates' work. Usually this
meeting is referred to as an " evaluation conference" by educators and as a
"performance appraisal interview" by business personnel.
Essentially, both v.re
used to fulfill the same purposes.
In business the diversity of these purposes has greatly increased since
the appraisal interview has been seen as a means to develop subordinates as well
as evaluate them (Salem, 1960).

C>

NOTE

The performance appraisal interview can involve ruck diverse functions
as the evaluation of performance, motivation of the subordinate,
warning, praising, developing, treating the subordinate as an individual, recommending future courses of action, and the differential
granting or withholding of an entire system of rewards and punishments.
Salem, 1962)
(research:

Research Findings

Research on the use of post-observation conferences indicates the following:
Criticism has a nepRtive effect on employees; it tends to build defensivenes:
Praise has very little effect on future productivity.
Mutual goal-setting for the future improves performance.

Assistance and coaching effect better results when it is done daily rather
than once yearly.

Teachers accept decisions more resaly if the focus is on improving
performance and the situation.
The number of improvements that can be accomplished at any one time is
limited; therefore, one should choose a few and focus on them.
(This
probably implies the need to develop a specific strategy for assisting
teachers.)
developing a Plan for Conferences

To develop a workable plan for post-observation conferences, one should
consider the following:
Provide a written guide to aid principals and supervisors in conducting
post-observation conferences.
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Provide demonstrations and conduct practice sessions
Discuss how the following topics and activities can be included in the pest observation conference:
--Purpose of the interview
--Description of favorable information (feedback should be honest rather
than effusive praise)
--Discussion of weak aspects of performance (constructive' criticism
must be given in friendly, cooperative spirit)

--Asking for reactions

--Responding, discussing (help the teacher to know how well he is doing
and what is expected)
--Considering appropriate action with teacher
-- Determining what additional information is needed, when it will be sought
- -Planning the next steps

- -Concluding the interview

Sources of Conflict
The primary problem with the followup conference is that it can evolve into
a conflict situation which creates agap between administrator and classroom
teacher. This is especially true if:
There is no preobservation conference to establish goals and study the context

There is no agreement on roles and responsibilities
There has been no assistance given to the teacher in planning his work
There isTno assistance given in the post-observation conference (only
discouragement)
There is eo orportunity for feedback regarding how well the administrator
is doing his job
If an administrator or supervisor is concerned with the possibility that
a conflict situation might arise and desires to take steps that might reduce the
gap between himself and a classroom teacher, then he should:
Establish open, authentic communication with teachers
Seek agreement between the goals of the school system and the individual
aspirations of teachers
Be willing to be evaluated by teachers on those aspects of his job which
affect the, teachers
-3-

Especially pertinent to the open communication between administrators and
teachers is the necessity to maintnin open files of formal written evaluations.
When teachers know what is written regarding their performance and what is
reported to the board of education, anxiety and rumor are reduced.
When the file is closed to tte teacher, he assumes that the file contains
confidential recommendations obta.ned for promotions. Under the circumstances,
some systems provide copies of at; evaluation reports to the teacher; some
systems require four copies so that the principal, the personnel director, and
the assistant superintendent (or .:urriculum personnel) receive ,:opies also.
One central office person is then responsible for reviewing each evaluation
retort to suggest actions that might be taken for improving individual teachers
or to recounend changes in the system. When the official record system is open
to the teacher, principals sometimes keep a personal file which is not officially
a part of the district's record system.

.4.
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ASSESSMENT OF THE TEACHER EVALUATION PROCESS
Necd for Assessment

Too often, after a system has been developed for the evaluation of teachers,
schools neglect to develop a systematic approach to judge the effectiveness of
that system. If the teacher evaluation process is not periodically analyzed for
problems, nnd if concern for assessment of teacher evaluation only occurs then
any one particular teacher seems in difficulty and is in I-opardy of losing his
position because of lack of competence or effectiveness, it becomes very difficult
to discover who really is at fault: the individual teacher, the system for teacher
evaluation, some aspect of implementing the evaluation system, or a combination
of these elements.
When a school district continuously monitors the teacher evaluation process,
it has constant sources of feedback, which allows for anticipation of problems and,
as in the case of the ineffective teacher, may point to modification in supervision
before problems reach a point where alternatives are limited to forced resignation
or cancellation of contract.
Since the plan for evaluation should be comprehensive enough to examine the
entire evaluation program, the means for gathering information about the effectiveness
of the evaluation process should be planned at the same time the evaluation procedures
are planned.
Analysis of Problems

An analysis of the total evaluation process should include examining the
realism of the goals of the process, the effectiveness of the teaching procedures,
and the adequacy o: implementing the procedures decided tpon. In examining these
aspects, one should seek answers to the following questions:
Is the instructiJn improving?

Are teachers receiving assistance?
Are students learning?
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Are teachers with problems improving?
Arc consistently ineffective teachers being released?
Do teachers understane what is expected of them?
Is adequate information being provided to improve the selection process?
Is the board of education provided adequate information for making personnel
and policy decisions?
Some of these questions may he answered by obtaining answers from teachers or
administrators, students, or parents. Others may be answered by interviewing those
teachers who either resign or are released.
Businesses and industry use the exit
interview very effectively to acquire information regarding:
Why individuals leave the organization
Employee's perceptlr,ns of problems in supervision and evaluation

Employee's perception of problems in selection and placement procedures
Some evaluation problems may not derive from the system itself not the intended
procedures but may be due to problems of ityleentation.
For example, if adequate
time is not spent in observation and providing feedback to teachers, the goal of
Aistruction improvement may not be served. On the other hand, a thorough examination of goate may indicate that they are unreasonable for a particular tvacher or
group of pupils. Other sources_ of problems may be procedural.
Analysis of Information
If analysis of the data collected on the evaluation process is needed, the
revision begins at the point where change should take place. for example, where
data collection procedures arc inadequate, then a review of wposea is not needed,
but tether one should change the data collection procedurve. Assessment may indicate
that principals need more tralning in observation procedures or in methods of
feedback to teachers.
It occurs within the
Assessment of teacher evaluation is not a closed system.
larger context of the total operatial of schools and within the context of the local
commallty and society.

When school &atria* do not consider the multiple contexts within which
the teacher evaluation systsm operas., they increase the probaLility of
t) CAUtIoN J iirtoKrig importaut considerations in planning for problems that RIO! occur.

Mete contexts include:

Mem relations with tea6lene and cfrmunity
Development of school policy

Nacher training
reacher organisations and negotiations
Evaluation of other pereonnel
total eehool rogram evaluation

Human Relations witiz Teachers and ComoaityBecause evaluation of teachers
is a human process as much as it is an organizational program, continuous efforts
must be made to develop reliable measures of effective tear behaviors which
relate to pupil outcome in specific situations. Pupils, parents, and other
codmonity members arc at the very least indirectly involved in teacher evaluation;
and school districts must help them understand just how and to whom teachers and
administrators are accountable.
Development of School Policy -- School policy, developed by local school boards,
is what gives direction to administrators; it is the public expression of a
philosophy. Administrators must not only adhere to personnel policies Nhich reflect
that philosophy, but professionals have an obligation to inform and interact with
the public and thus provide means to policy change.

Teachbr TraNing--Teacher evaluation seems to be increasingly more interrelated
with teacher training. As new certification standards and intern-type training
programs evolve, the new information about teacher effectiveness must be fed back
into the personnel policy development effort of local school districts.
Teacher Organizations and Negotiations - -No longer do teacher organizations
divorce themselves from issues involving evaluation and aceountability. Many
teacher organizations have already ecquired negotiation agreements with local boards.
State and national organizations have obtained necessary legislation which gives
teacher organizations bargaining powers.

Regardless of one's stand on the issue of teacher rights, and whether or not
a labor-management relationship will emerge between teachers and administrators,
negotiations will occur and they will include discussions about and planning for
improved teacher evaluation processes. This fact should give even more impetus to
local efforts regarding effective teaching and systems for evaluating that teaching.

Svaluatio% of Other PereonnetSystems for evaluating teacher effectiveness are,
of course, related to the quality of those who administer that system and to the
quality of those who administer that system and to the quality of those who ale
part of it (secretaries, cooks, etc.). No less rigorous evaluation procedures
should occur, and consequently no less comprehensive persornel systems should be
developed for school personnel other than teachers. Sole believe that only when
systematic evaluation of qoalwatore (c,g., principals, supervisors) occurs will
teachers mere readily accept accountability functions.
totql Program tuatuatiori--The evaluation of teachers is part of the Larger
For example,
efforts a school system makes in assessment of the total program.
changes in curriculum, groupings of pupils, school plant design, and instructional
raterials have an effect upon and are affected by teacher evaluation.
Training Evaluators

Sose problems of teacher evaluation may be solved through Idditional training
of evaluators, Even the best principals an supervisors may need to be trained
to avoid allowing their personal biases aid prejudices to affect the accuracy of
observations. They may need to be trained in using observation procedures which
'ach
use definitions of behaviors to be observed and standards to be applied
behavior.
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Public school systems treat the training of evaEuators much more casually
than industry does, in spite of evidence that training is likely to increase:
Validity of decisions
Reliability or consistency of decisions
Discrimination of measurement

Feelings of certainty regarding decisions
Procedures used by many businesses and industry and some school districts for
improving evaluator performance include:
Elective inservice courses
University courses

Group meeting devoted to evaluation
General explanations given at regular administrative meetings
Workshops or clinics lasting from 1 to 3 days (including assistance from
outside consultant, practice, discussions, use of multimedia presentations)
Written documents or manuals
individual consultation
Summary

The evaluation of prPeeionate provides information needed to judge effectiveness of the individual teachers and allows better judgments to be made about
modifications in training and placement. The assessment of the evaluation process
gives the inforgation needed to make judgments about the effectiveness of that
system, including how well the system;
Measured teacher goodness
Planned the process
Implemented the system

Trained and supervised those who are evaluating teachers
Even if teacher effectiveness is measured Carefully by process aid product,
and even if evatuatore have been trained to observe teachers, only when the
assessment of that process is precise and systematic will teacher evallation
contribute fully to the total enterprise of education.

-4-
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Effective dissemination, especlatly of research and development rindinis, can
be a poworfoi force in atevancing the cause of educa1on. To facilitate o)mrno
nication between the researcher In the laboratory oh J the educator In this classroom, the bureau of Research has inet.gurated a special report service. Those
reports, prepared ureter LAOS cohtrimbs, ere inlorpietations of educational
research send dervelo rment directed at solutions to problems feced by the Nation's st.inools. Man? Stith, agencies and other &taupe concerned with edutetion
are part cipailog in title service by repackaging arid diseerninatk the repots
to meet the needs of 2vel, local *theta districts. The t r!operating agencies r-save
been selected becaroe of their strategic position in tfre educational ternirartity.
Thretigh this )dirt eft ott the Bureau of Neearth holes to strengthen State /rod
local ediutatirMai Information servitor and to speed the adoption of tested adocations, irintivations.
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